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 The Living Temple: Aesthetics in ›ilpa ›åstra

Bettina Bäumer

There are at least two ways of approaching the subject: from the manifesta-
tions of Art to their underlying principles, archetypes, concepts  and ›åstras, or
from the ›åstras, principles, archetypes and concepts to the manifestations. Both
ways are equally valid, because in the Indian tradition (as in most traditions ñ
with the exception that India has such a vast corpus  of texts underlying  the Arts)
ñ there is a two-way movement. The artistic expression (in any media, but we shall
come to the architectural-sculptural specifically) is never simply an application
of ›åstric prescriptions and principles; and the ›åstras are not canons limiting
the creativity of the artist. Much has been said and written about the role of
›åstras in relation to Art which need not be repeated here.1

After having spent about three decades of circumambulating, doing a parikramå
of the sacred mountain of Indian Art in its fundamental principles, looking at it
from various angles and scriptures, respectfully avoiding to ascend it, because the
feet of our thoughts, categorizations and classifications may desecrate its sacred
space ñ and having written on some aspects of so called aesthetics, what I may say
now will sound like a truism or a repetition. But I shall try to extract  some aspects
which are less dealt with by other scholars.

Every one of the speakers in this lecture series will have to address the ques-
tion of terminology: (1) aesthetics is a European term and one has to be con-
scious of its historical implications; (2) in its narrow sense it seems to deal mainly
with the definition of beauty2;  (3) it has been used and applied in the Indian
context to much more than sense-experience (aisthesis) and beauty. In the con-
text  of the present lectures I understand it more in the sense of a ìpervasive
theory of Art.î (4) Having been involved with IGNCA since its beginning, and
sharing the insights of Dr. Kapila Vatsyayan, our approach has always been trans-
aesthetic (in the narrow sense), and multidisciplinary in the Indian context.
Multi-disciplinary means also multi-textual. I am keeping all this in the back-
ground and will necessarily have to choose some texts and some aspects throwing
light on my topic.

Before descending to the concrete manifestation of aesthetics in architecture
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(mainly temple architecture), I want to start from the more basic question of the
nature of matter in the philosophies underlying architectural aesthetics. I see
these philosophies mainly based on the Ågamas/Tantras ñ not withstanding some
VedicñUpani¶adic roots. If aesthetics is supposed to deal with form (rµµupa), it
cannot be separated from an understanding of the material which is given form.
There is no space in this lecture to go into an entire cosmology, but I want to
draw attention to one verse which, in a way, summarizes  the Tantric understand-
ing of matter. It is attributed to the Yoga Våsi¶¢ha (but not found there) and
quoted by authors of Kashmir ›aivism (K¶emaråja, Jayaratha).

å‹yåna√ cidrasasyaugha√
såkåratvam upågatam,

jagad-rµupatayå vande
pratyak¶a√ bhairava√ vapu¨ .3

I pay homage to the glorious body of Bhairava, who is visibly manifest
in the form of the world,
and who has assumed form (åkåra), being a condensation of the den-
sity of the joyful essence of Consciousness.

This verse contains three words for ìformî: one is the divine form or the
luminous ëbodyí, vapus, an important key to the Vedic and ›aiva theo-aesthetics;
the second is åkåra, a concrete, embodied form; the third is rµupa, an encompass-
ing term in any of the Indian arts. But not by chance the term rasa is used which
underlies all Indian aesthetics, here, however, in a symbolic sense of liquidity
which becomes solid by coagulation (as ice from water, or  sugar-crystal from
cane juice). Though the primary meaning is not aesthetic, but a meditation on
the essence of the world as a Divine manifestation,  however the implication for
any aesthetics of form is very deep. That which from a liquid state becomes
coagulated in form is nothing but Consciousness: cit. I would extend this mean-
ing to the very manifestation of the temple as the ìessence of Consciousnessî
frozen in stone, or the taking form (åkåra) of the Divine body (vapus).

This has inspired me to title one of my articles on temple architecture: ìFrom
Stone to Godî.4

The title given to me is a ìpervasive theory of Indian aesthetics with reference
to Architectural textsî, i.e. ›ilpa and Våstu‹åstras. The adjective  ìpervasiveî sounds
very ambitious, and it can certainly not be covered in a single lecture. It may be
pretentious, specially when we consider the vastness of the historical and geo-
graphical manifestations, (not confined to India), of temples as well as texts. The
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only solution to this problem of being unable to cover the whole range is, 1) to
concentrate on some fundamental principles which can be applied and modified
according to the historical and geographical contexts; 2) to give some examples
of both, texts and temples, which will obviously be taken from a field on which I
have researched and have direct experience, which is Orissa. They can be para-
digmatic for other regions and styles.5  These two parts or approaches cannot be
separated, because the regional texts and temples also contain universal prin-
ciples.

The second problematic term in the title as already mentioned, is ìaestheticî.
The texts dealing with temple architecture and sculpture (these cannot be sepa-
rated) are concerned with the creation of a sacred space and form oriented to
ritual, and hence have to follow certain principles conducive to the purpose of
the structure and form to be created. We could call this the sacred or religious
dimension. They are further concerned with the technique (not to use the word
ëtechnologyí) of construction, with all the implied engineering methods. The
stupendous achievement of building stone temples of the dimensions of a
Kandariya Mahadeva in Khajuraho, or of Sµurya Deul at Konårka demands skills
and precision, planning and organisation. These ›åstras further elucidate some
fundamental principles of the entire symbolism of temple and sculpture. Where
do we place ìaestheticsî among these areas? Is it the overall plan and execution,
or its parts, and the effect the creation has on the devotee or visitor? In any case it
is not a separate area, and I personally know of only one text which relates the
rasa-theory of the Nå¢ya‹åstra to sculpture, seen from both sides, the artist and the
onlooker or devotee. Of course, many ›ilpa‹åstras, particularly the descriptive
ones, use adjectives for ëbeautifulí when describing images on temple-walls. But
to my understanding, the so-called ëaestheticsí of the temple is a unity of these
aspects dealt with in the ›åstras: the sacred or ritual, the technical, the concep-
tual or symbolical, and the artistic execution of architecture and sculpture.

First a note on the interrelation between text and temple, or  between theo-
retical and practical knowledge. This is illustrated in a relief found at Khajuraho
(B∂jamaƒŒala mound), where there are craftsmen carrying a stone on the left
side, on the right side is a  religious teacher  (bearded, holding a manuscript),
and in between is a writer, executing the instructions of the åcårya. This shows
beautifully the interaction, probably, of the religious  åcårya, the sµutradhåra or
author of the ›åstra, and the ‹ilp∂s.

I may quote two texts from Western and Eastern India which stress the neces-
sary collaboration between the theoretician and the architect or builder (sthapati):
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An architect who has book knowledge but has neglected to apply that knowledge
to any construction will faint when called upon to demonstrate his knowledge,
ëlike a cowardly warrior on a battlefield.í

On the other hand, one who is proficient as a builder but has not
studied the ‹åstras will prove to be a blind guide who leads his follow-
ers into a whirlpool.

SamSµut ch. 44 (quoted by D.Desai in
Såmarasya, p. 199)

Without knowledge of the proper divisions and other matters, the
temple will become disproportionate.
Describing the various parts and elements without the help of the
Såstras would be vain, like walking blind in the darkness of night.

›iPrak 2.397ñ398

The ›ilparatnako‹a which describes temple types of Orissa with their compo-
nent parts, describes ‹ilpa (architecture and sculpture combined) as
sarvadar‹analak¶aƒam (1.3), which can be interpreted as the characteristic, the
symbol or visible expression of all dar‹anas, which makes the philosophical views
of reality perceptible. The expression also implies that the temple, even if it is
dedicated to a particular deity, is not sectarian in essence. And the same verse
offers salutation to Vi‹vakarma as ìthe embodiment of all standardsî
(sarvapramåƒarµupåya), describing ‹ilpa further as såkåratattvam, ìthe visible form
of the principles.î We may take tattva as the reality or essence of art, but I rather
understand it as the principles, categories or levels of reality (25 in Så√khya, 36
in the Ågamas). Thus ›ilpa gives form to the abstract principles, ìform earth to
›ivaî, as the ›aivågamas often summarize. In verse 5 following the temple is
praised:

sthåpakatattva rµupeƒa pråsåda¨ mukhyarµupata¨,
pra‹a√santi kårukårå¨ nånåbhågå√‹abhedata¨ .

›iRaKo 1.5
According to architectural theory (sthåpakatattva), the temple is most
important.
The artists praise it according to its various types, with their divisions
and subdivisions.

I would like, first, to give the holistic concept of the temple, second, the
elements of form language underlying its aesthetics, to be illustrated later by
some examples.
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In several texts, from the Agni Puråƒa to the ›ilparatnako‹a, the holistic un-
derstanding of the temple is contained in its identification with the Vedic Puru¶a:

The vimåna (temple) is in the form of the Puru¶a (Man), from the
p∂¢ha (plinth) up to the flag (on the top).

AgPur 61.11

The symbolic implications are multiple, just as the Puru¶a has manifold impli-
cations in the Indian tradition (including the Buddhist).  The temple is thus
conceived as a living organism, where all the parts are organically related to the
whole. But Puru¶a is both, cosmic and divine, and hence the temple contains all
the three dimensions: theo-anthropo-cosmic or cosmotheandric. The ›ilparatnako‹a
takes this symbolism literally and identifies all the parts of the temple with parts
of the body, which is reflected in the terminology:

Figure 1: The Temple as Puru¶a from ›ilparatnako‹a
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The other important holistic concept is the connection with the cosmic ele-
ments and the complete scheme of the tattvas. Though mostly ritually applied to
the temple, this encompassing aesthetics is expressed in the ma∆gala‹lokas or
benedictory verses by Abhinavagupta to the 37 chapters of the Nå¢ya‹åstra. They
praise every element as a form of ›iva (who is not only a¶¢amµurti but vi‹vamµurti).
To give only one example:

vi‹vab∂japrarohårtha√ mµulådhåratayå sthitam,
dhartƒ-‹aktimaya√ vande dharaƒ∂rµupam∂‹varam.

AbhiBhå ch.1 ma∆gala 3
I salute the Lord in the form of the Earth, the sustaining power, who is
the basic substratum [of the macro and microcosm], in order to help
the growth of the seed of the world.

The temple in its superstructure, rising as the vimåna or ‹ikhara above the
sanctum, ascends through the different levels, ìfrom earth to ›ivaî. Here again,
the Orissan ›ilpa‹åstras identify the five components of the base, called pa¤cakarma,
with the five cosmic elements on which the entire structure stands:

This khura is called the great earth, and it represents the element
earth (tattva).
Just as the world is created from the five elements, so the temple is
conceived (from the pa¤cakarma)
Above this (the khura) is the kumbha, which has the same height as the
khura.
The kumbha represents the element water, and it always bestows auspi-
ciousness.

›iRaKo 1.84ñ85 (p.59)

The text stresses also the aesthetic aspect of these five components:
In this way the påbhåga  [foot part] looks beautiful on the ‹ikhara and
on the ‹ålå.
Without the påbhåga the ‹ikhara would look defective.

›iRaKo 1.102 (p.63)

Although literal ìtranslationsî of the concepts into architecture are not always
easy, nonetheless the total conception corresponds. This correspondence is also
one, as we shall see, between language and form. The ›ilparatnako‹a establishes
a conscious   correspondence between ala∆kåra in poetry and in the temple.
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                         Figure 2: Påbhåga base (kaƒip∂¢ha
                                       and pa¤cakarma)

Just as the lower part is the
trikarma piƒŒikå (base with
three mouldings), the up-
per part is the trikarma
maƒŒana (ornamentation
with three mouldings), and
in the middle is a pilaster
with creepers as in a poetís
imagination.

›iRaKo 1.110 (p.67)

And it connects the ornamentation
again with cosmic creation:

Many types of creepers
should be carved on the latå-
jå∆gha. Just as in the begin-
ning, trees (and plants)
were created out of the five
elements,
So, on the ‹ikhara jå∆gha,
creepers and trees are pleas-
ing to the mind.

›iRaKo 1.111ñ112 a  (p.67)

This understanding of the vegetal
decorations on the pilasters of the wall-
part is again an indication  of the or-
ganic nature of the temple.

Of course, many elements of temple
sculpture have the functions of protec-
tion, auspiciousness, and bestowing
bliss, as for instance the conspicuous
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någastambhas or serpent-pillars on Orissan temples: eva√ bhågå‹ca sarve¶åmånanda-
‹ubhadåyakå¨ (1.159).

In the Indian tradition, beauty and auspiciousness are closely related, as the
terminology often suggests: subhaga/saubhågya, ‹ubha/‹obhå, etc.

In this way one can move from the broad conceptions to their detailed appli-
cation at the temple.

Another archetype which finds expression in temple architecture is the cos-
mic mountain: Meru and Kailåsa.

The implications of this symbolic correspondence are cosmological, mythical
or theological, but also structural. The very term ‹ikhara meaning  ìpeakî implies
the mountain  as model, and the repetition of the ‹ikhara in miniature sikharikås

Figure 4: Kailåsa
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or vimånikås has an aesthetic effect, but it is equally based on the cosmological
and mythic-structural archetype. (cf. ›iRaKo 1.291: Especially on the Meru Kailåsa
temples, there are ‹ikharas on the ‹ikhara.)

Apart from the cosmological holistic conception of the temples, there is a
spiritual  base, when the body of the  temple (also  called  garbha  in Orissan
texts) also represents the yogic subtle body, where the central line passing from
the sanctum through the elevation of the ‹ikhara to the opening at the top is
identified  with the brahmarandhra, on which the kala‹a is placed, conceptually
dropping down nectar on the li∆ga or mµurti in the centre. This vertical axis is
then symbolically identified with the su¶umnå or central vein in the yogic body.
We shall see this when we come to the interpretation of a ›akti temple.

An important, if not dominant, aspect of temple architecture in theory and
practice is the entire area of measurements and proportion (tåla, tålamåna, pramåƒa
etc.). This concerns both, the technical as well as the aesthetic aspect. It is a
harmonious, balanced proportion of the elements and components of the temple
which lends it both, stability as well as beauty. A major part of the ›ilpa‹åstras are
precisely concerned with this area, and there is no need to give examples. The
proportions in temple architecture correspond to rhythmic structures (tåla) in
music  and dance, and to metre (chandas) in poetry. The term  chandas is also
sometimes found in the ›åstras, the metrical  and rhythmic harmony related to
proportions. Example: Bæhad∂‹vara in Tanjore (the proportions between the parts
are perfect, for example the base of the vimåna is 200 feet square, and the rising
tower is 100 feet, the garbhagæha inside is 25 feet, and the mahåli∆ga is in propor-
tion to the entire structure, or rather gives it the measure, besides the layout of
the entire compound which follows the våstupuru¶amaƒŒala, etc.).

In this context the term nyåsa is important, which is used in the sense of
composition in the ›åstras (cf. ›iRaKo 2.16, 32ñ33). It has ritual associations with
the imposition of mantras on parts of the body in order to transform it into a
divine body and make it worthy to perform the ritual. Nyåsa in architecture and
image-making is therefore not simply a technical device of composition, but it is
connected with the divinity to be represented in the building and in the mµurti or
panel.

The Våstusµutra Upani¶ad, which is more concerned with the fundamental
principles of image-making, and only by implication architecture, begins its chap-
ter on the ìintegration of the compositionî (sambandha prabodhanam, ch. 6) with
the laconic Sµutra:
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Figure 5: Li∆garåja Temple, Bhubaneswar, Kailåsa ›ikhara
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Figure 6: Bæhad∂‹vara Temple, Tanjavur, in the image of Meru
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nyåsadhåraƒå ‹re¶¢hå

VSUp 6.1
The concentration on/conception of the composition is most essen-
tial.

And the commentary following it immediately identifies dhåraƒå with sæ¶¢i:
creation. Cosmic creation is then linked with the artistic creation.

lak¶aƒaprakå‹årtha√ ‹ilpavidyå

VSUp 4.3  (p.97)
The science of ›ilpa is to make manifest the (divine) features (charac-
teristics, symbols).

Figure 7: Bæhad∂‹vara Temple, Tanjavur, Li∆ga
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The commentary adds:

The Artists (‹∂lpodg∂tha, lit. the praisers of Art) and the priests (purohita) make
many types of composition (nyåsa) in due order.

The following Sµutra (4) enumerates the nine components of ›ilpa (lit. rµupa-
navå∆gam), beginning with nyåsa (followed by ala∆karaƒa, mudrå etc.). Nyåsa means
here rekhånyåsa, the placement of lines on the panel (Sµutra 6.4 comm.).

This brings us naturally to the second theme, the form elements which are
basic to both, the ›åstras and the application in architectural and sculptural
creation. The form language being universal, some of the brief statements of the
Våstusµutra could well be accepted by modern art.6 In the beginning the artist
(sthåpaka) is described as one who has knowledge of the circle and the line
(Sµutra 1.4). Then the six disciplines of Art are enumerated as:

Figure 8: Bæhad∂‹vara Temple, Tanjavur
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Knowledge of stones (‹ailam), compositional diagrams (khilopa¤jara)...
the carving of stones  (‹ailabhedana), the arrangement of the limbs or
parts (a∆gaprayoga), the emotional disposition evoked by the composi-
tion (nyåsabhåvanå), and the understanding of the integration of the
composition (sambandha-prabodhana). ñ VSUp 1.8 comm. (p.49)

The two most fundamental form elements are thus the line (rekhå) and the
point (the centre point of the circle), which is either described as marma, the vital
point (a term from Åyurveda), or as bindu. The connection is expressed in a
Sµutra:

Sµutra 14: The bindu, obtained in the centre is the life-breath of the
earth. The ‹ilpakåras call it marma (core).

VSUp. 2.14

The fundamental forms created by the point and the line are thus connected
with cosmic realities.

Sµutra 6: In the beginning is a circle. The circle is the All (universe).
The breath of life (pråƒa) is (contained) in its form, even as the mind
is in Man. The circle is Time, according to the Våstuveda. The move-
ment of the circle is restricted (by its circumference), life the fluctua-
tion of the mind. The support of the circle is the immortal, the bindu is
its firm position (station) like the Åtman (in man). Starting from the
bindu, by connecting it with another point arises the circumference
(enclosure) surrounding it. He who knows this is the supreme Lord,
the Overseer, Union (yoga), he is intelligence (kratu), he is truth. ñ
VSUp 2.6 comm. (p.56).

All this symbolism of the lines, basic geometric forms, and their cosmic corre-
spondences, is applied to image-making, which starts from a grid or line-diagram,
called pa¤jara. The Våstusµutra Upani¶ad is situated at the transition from Vedic
ritual to image-making (and temple building, although this is not explicitly con-
tained in the text), and hence the geometry is derived from the ›ulvasµutras and
their science of making altars and sacrificial platforms (kuƒŒa, sthaƒŒila, vedi),
including the yµupa or sacrificial post, which remains a symbolic link to temple
architecture (cf. the yµupa installed near the temple as a ìwitnessî to the temple,
ex. Koƒårka, Para‹uråme‹vara, etc.). The yµupa is further the prototype of the
human figure.

The following two terms are significant for the entire aesthetic or artistic
theory:  tattvarµupa and rµupatattva.
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Figure 9: Khilapa¤jara

Sµutra 2.20: sµutråyane rekhå¨ subhagå bhavanti.
Lines following the Sµutra become harmonious.

Here sµutra can mean the measuring thread with which the lines are drawn, as
also in a ritual yantra or maƒŒala, or the Sµutra as the textual rule. ìHarmoniousî
is the essence of beauty, implying also the proper proportion of the parts.

Sµutra 21: The knowledge of the compositional diagram (khilapa¤jara)
is the best.
Those who know it, who are knowers of form, create the essential
forms (tattvarµupåƒi) according to the principle of form (rµupatattva). It
should be remembered that without tracing the lines (of the diagram)
the form becomes deficient.

Sµutra 22: Vertical lines have the nature of fire, horizontal lines have
the nature of water, diagonal lines have the nature of wind (måruta).
With the different lines the differences of characters (of images) arise.
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That form shines forth as determined by the lines and the form be-
comes perfect (surµupa). By depending on the essential lines
(tattvarekhå), the soul of form becomes manifest, and also that of the
represented image. As by sacrificial offerings rain is produced, thus by
a harmonious form the ood of meditation is induced. As from rain
food is produced, thus from meditation arises absorption. By absorp-
tion men become divinized. ...

Sµutra 23: By a harmonious form a meditative mood is induced.

VSUp 2.21ñ22 (p.63ñ64)

No aesthetics of Indian Art can ignore these connections between elemental
forms, artistic creation, cosmic and sacrificial implications (Vedic or Tantric),
and the mood of devotion and meditation produced, leading to divinization and
liberation.

It is obvious that the line is fundamental to all visual arts, painting, sculpture
and architecture, as well as dance,7 but the Våstusµutra, among the other texts
emphasizing  its importance, is particular in linking it with the nature of divinity.
In the process of stone carving:

The limbs of the images follow along the lines
Sµutra 1: The character (bhåva) of the form is essential.
From the character arises inspiration, from that inspiration divine
vision, the action for this is the science of carving (bhedanavidyå). As
from highest knowledge arises divine nature, thus men can obtain
divine nature through perfect form. In order to manifest the character
of the image to the minds of the people, the sthåpakas proceed with
great care in the creation of forms.

VSUp 3.1 (p.67)
What is called pa¤jara, the line-diagram underlying the composition
of images, in the Våstusµutra, is called yantra in the ›ilpa Prakå‹a,
obviously reflecting its Tantric tradition. Yantra has here two applica-
tions:  the ground-plan of the temple, or the sacred-symbolic diagram
placed beneath the centre of the garbhagæha  (and other parts of the
temple), depending on the deity to whom the temple is dedicated;
and second it is the symbolic outline of images to be carved on the
temple walls. At the foundation of a ›akti temple a yogin∂ yantra is
placed.
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There is no place here to go into the implied symbolism. Alice Boner writes in
her introduction to the ›ilpa Prakå‹a:

After the consecration of the Yogin∂-yantra in the foundation of the
garbhagæha, the erection of the temple-walls begins. Symbols, which
hitherto were expressed in the form of yantras, reappear in another
form in the constructive and decorative elements of the temple. While
the symbolism of  yantras is abstract and refers to the essence and
nature of creative processes, in the build-up of the temple it is formal
and plastic and  makes reference to concrete manifestation in the
world of forms.

›iPrak  p.21

The ›ilpa Prakå‹a is unique as a ›åstra on temple architecture describing the
yantras underlying the images displayed on the walls. In the discussion on the so-
called erotic images on the temples, which is often misunderstood, the text gives

         

Figure 10: Yogin∂ Yantra
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a unique key to understanding the different levels of meaning, so typical of
Tantric symbolism. The Kåmakalå Yantra is drawn containing the integration of
the Li∆ga with the Kalå‹akti (›iPrak 2.508ñ529), and the mithuna-mµurti is carved
on top, hiding it beneath.

The most secret (kåmakalå) yantra is best for giving protection to all. It
is the evident giver of power and the manifest bestower of all perfec-
tions (siddhis).
In the best temples dedicated to the ›akti or to Rudra this yantra must
certainly be placed. Then the monument will stand forever.
This yantra is utterly secret. For this reason a love-scene (mithuna-
mµurti) has to be carved on the lines of the yantra.
In the Kaulåcåra tradition it should be made on the lovely jångha in
the upper part of the wall. The kåmabandha is placed there to give
delight to the people.

›iPrak 2.536ñ539

Here the two levels of understanding the mithuna-mµurti are implied: the Tantric
initiate sees and contemplates the yantra, whereas the common people are de-
lighted by the representation of the love-scene.

Devangana Desai, in her thorough study of the Khajuraho Temples, has ap-
plied this yantra to some of the mithuna images and groups and found in it the
key to their understanding8. This has become already a classic example of how
the ›ilpa‹åstras offer important clues to the interpretation of the temples.

Whereas the Våstusµutra Upani¶ad, belonging to a transitional phase, uses
Vedic elements, terminology and symbolism (mixed with local popular tradi-
tions), the ›ilpa Prakå‹a (dated in the 11th cent.) belongs clearly to the Tantric
Kaula tradition, and hence the yantras are an important element of its meditation
on the divinities represented on the temple. But both texts and traditions rely on
the same form-elements: the point, the line, and the geometrical forms.

The texts insisting on the life animating the temple and the image, lead us to
an interesting parallelism between form (rµupa) and sound (nåda). The Våstusµutra
Upani¶ad calls the centre point pråƒa, and it also describes the lines radiating as
either rays of light (tejå√si) or as pråƒa. It is from the bindu that, on the one side,
the line arises, with the dynamism of life-breath, thus creating form, on the other
side from bindu as the concentrated sound-energy arises nåda, again by way of
pråƒa, creating the sound-element (mantra, music). Form belongs to the sphere
of space, whereas sound belongs to the realm of time.
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                                                   bindu

           pråƒa         pråƒa

       nåda     rekhå

No discussion on aesthetics in any field of the Arts would be complete without
the evocation of  rasa. This concerns both,  the artist and the spectator or devotee
(since we are in the domain of sacred art). The Våstusµutra Upani¶ad, after deal-
ing with the technical, the formal, symbolic and other aspects of Art, emphasizes
the central importance of the expression of moods and sentiments (bhåva and
rasa).

Sµutra 5.1: bhåvasyåropaƒam rµupakarmaƒi vidheyam.
In image-making the infusion of feeling is enjoined.

After the dhyåna which is based on the description of and meditation on the
divinity representated, it is the bhåvarµupa which brings forth the expression lead-
ing to experiencing the rasas9. The eight or nine rasas are applied to image-
making and put in a psychological sequence, as for instance the transition from
‹æ∆gåra and håsya to karuna (Sµutras 6ñ10).

The bhåvas and rasas are expressed by  stress on different lines, in bodily
actions, but mainly in the facial expression (5.6ñ16). It is interesting how from the
sentiment of disgust (b∂bhatså) the ‹ånta-rasa arises:

When desires are given up (due to disgust) a divine sentiment arises, this is
the last means. Due to realization one becomes detached.

Sµutra 16: The sentiment of peace is the eight (actually ninth) rasa.
In this way by the eight transformations of a living being the eight
emotional states (bhåvå¨) are produced.

I have tried to apply these rasas to the temple in the case of the Koƒårka Sun
Temple. Most prominent is the display of ‹æ∆gåra rasa in the mithuna mµurtis,
showing  love in all its aspects, from the delicate to the gross uninhibited sexual
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poses. Not only at the human level, the någa  couples also display the love senti-
ment. Håsya or the sense of humour is evoked by grotesque ascetics and playful
monkeys; v∂ra or heroism and even raudra or anger are evident in the royal and
battle scenes; adbhuta, wonder or surprise is produced by many of the composite
or viråla figures, some of which also evoke b∂bhatså, revulsion, or bhayånaka, fear.
Karuƒa rasa, sorrow  or pathos, is not easily found, except in some minor scenes
(as for ex. the old lady taking leave of her family). But the final rasa, ‹ånta, is
visible in the serene, peaceful divine images of Sµurya. The overall dominant
emotion brought about by the total imagery of the temple is ånanda: joy or bliss,
as also expressed by the monumental Aparas on the roof, and the music and
dance scenes on the Na¢a Mandira. But rasa is not only applied to individual
sculptures or groups, it is a matter of the overall ëaestheticí effect of the temple.

                                  

Figure 11: Någa mithuna
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Figure 12: Karuƒa rasa

On could also consider the entire temple, conceived as the chariot of Sµurya, as an
expression of wonder: adbhuta, the wonder of such a heavy monument being
drawn by speeding horses and moving on 24 wheels.

This is just a brief survey of the sculptural programme on the Sun Temple in
terms of the rasas represented.

The last example I want to present to show the importance of combining text
and temple in order to arrive at a comprehensive understanding of the monu-
ments is the Råjaråƒ∂ Temple of Bhubaneswar. In this case I could appreciate the
expression of Michael Meister: ìReading monuments and seeing textsî.10
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Figure 13: Sµurya as Harida‹va, ›ånta rasa
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Figure 14: Viråla, adbhuta rasa
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The ›ilpa‹åstras describe temple types and not individual temples, and the
identification between the two has to be done on the basis of a detailed compari-
son. The ›ilparatnako‹a describes, among different types, the Ma¤ju‹r∂ temple,
which had been briefly mentioned by the earlier ›ilpa Prakå‹a (10thñ11th cen-
tury)11. The author of the ›ilparatnako‹a seems to have been fascinated by this
temple and fully aware of its symbolical-metaphysical significance. He himself
gives a hint at the best example for this type: what is now called Råjarån∂ Temple
at Bhubaneswar, dated 1025 A.D. In the middle of the description he says that
this temple ìis built in the shape of the ›r∂cakraî (1.377). This phrase provided
the clue for identifying the temple.

The artistically exceptional Råjaråƒ∂ Temple has suffered a number of misin-
terpretations. Since its mukha‹ålå or front hall collapsed and the cult image in the

Figure 15: Apsaras on the roof of mukha‹ålå:   ånanda rasa
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garbhagæha was removed when worship ceased, its tradition has been forgotten,
and it became the object of a number of speculations. To mention only a few of
them: An article described this as a ìtemple without a deityî, and concluded that
it was the only temple in Orissa ìdedicated not to its deity but to art.î.12  One
could not imagine a greater ignorance about the tradition! Another fanciful
interpretation, based on the name, stated that it was not a temple but the plea-
sure  resort of a king and his queen. Even an archaeologist like K.C. Panigrahi13

derived the name from ìthe very fine-grained yellowish sandstone called Rajarania
in common parlanceî, ignoring the fact that it is the temple which gave the name

Figure 16: Koƒåraka Temple as Chariot of the Sun God
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Figure 17: Råjaråƒ∂ Temple, Bhubaneswara ›ikhara
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to the stone and not vice-versa ! Other speculations based on the local Sthalapuråƒa
identified the temple with Indre‹vara, mentioned in the Puråƒa to the East of
Mukte‹vara. Even the art-historian Thomas Donaldson14 found this theory con-
vincing, though without any further proof except the assumption that it was
constructed by the king Indraratha. Debala Mitra of the ASI, in her guide book
on Bhubaneswar, leaves the identification equally vague, indicating only the ì›aiva
associationî of the temple.15

Let us pursue the argument of the text. Taking the clue from the identifica-
tion of the temple with the ›r∂cakra, we proceeded in our research by identifying
all the parts of the vimåna or ‹ikhara (spire). The other clue was given in the
following verses indicating the deity:

Such a temple is built for Tripurå or Bhuvane‹var∂. (›iRaKo 1.376)

Figure 18: ›r∂yantra
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. . .
Above this is another niche, one fourth the width of the (whole) ni‹å.
In these the associate goddesses (upadev∂s) should be placed, begin-
ning with Ana∆gamekhalå. (1.383)
This part of the råhå is particularly meant for the ¶aŒa∆gayuvat∂s. The
goddess Råjaråje‹var∂, the presiding deity of the ›r∂cakra, is at the
centre. (1.384)

Here the clue is complete, regarding the different layers of the temple: God-
dess Råjaråje‹var∂ is at the centre, i.e. she was worshipped in the Sanctum. The
Råjaråƒ∂ was always famous for its graceful female figures on the spire, called
kanyå or alaså (graceful maiden) in the Orissan ›ilpa‹åstras. But far from being
merely decorative, they are here identified with the upa‹aktis or upadev∂s of the
main deity, her associate powers. Since the entire temple structure is identified
with the ›r∂cakra, their placement and number had to be tallied with the ‹aktis of
the ›r∂cakra.16 Not only the female figures, the miniature spires or vimånikås are
also related to the elements of the ›r∂cakra:

Covering the whole garbha there is a circle (maƒŒala) of vimånas (min-
iature spires).
They are twenty four in number, and they represent the twenty four
Upa‹aktis. (1.391)

The female association of the temple is stressed in other cases too. At the top
of the spire, below the åmalaka, Bhairavas of impressive form are placed on
Orissan temples for male divinities such as ›iva or Sµurya. Here the text explicitly
says:

Four Bhairav∂s of pleasing form (should be situated) on top, at the
place of the Bhairav∂s.
No male (Bhairava) should be placed there. (1.389)

Another aspect of the Mother Goddess is the description of the double råhå
projection, calling them mother and child (1.370).

Very briefly the ›ilparatnako‹a makes the distinction between male and fe-
male temples clear, by declaring: ìthe rekha temple has the form of puru¶a, whereas
Ma¤ju‹r∂ is a yantra temple.î (1.393) Yantra has the neutral meaning of ground
plan in the ›ilpa texts, but here the meaning more specifically refers to the
›r∂yantra, the embodiment of the Goddess Herself17. The name Ma¤ju‹r∂ then
assumes its full significance: the beautiful temple for Mother ›r∂, whose other
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names in the ›r∂vidyå tradition are: Tripurå (the Goddess ruling over the three
cities), Bhuvane‹var∂ (the Goddess as ruler over the worlds or universe), Lalitå
(the lovely or graceful Goddess), and, as mentioned already, Råjaråje‹var∂ and
Mahåråj¤∂. It is not difficult to arrive at the original meaning of the name of the
temple which has been so well preserved in popular tradition: Råjaråƒ∂.

The ›r∂cakra or ›r∂yantra, belonging to the esoteric tradition of ›r∂vidyå, can
be worshiped in the mere outline, in a two-dimensional drawing or painting, or
in an elevated three-dimensional form, called Meru praståra . (illustr.) Thus the
entire ‹ikhara could be identified with the elevated ›r∂cakra, not as the ìhouse of
the Goddessî (devålaya, Oriya Deul), but as the body of the Goddess. The integra-

Figure 19: Upa‹aktis on Råjaråƒ∂ Temple
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tion of the ›iva and ›akti trikoƒas received further confirmation by the reliefs at
the base (khura gæha), where we find a worship of the ›ivalinga at the northern
base, and at the corresponding southern gæha I could identify a worship of the
›r∂yantra merupraståra. In the centre, in the western niche at the p∂¢ha level  we
find the scene of the marriage of ›iva and Pårvat∂, thus making the integration
complete.

Figure 20: Worship of ›ivali∆ga by ascetics, Khuragæha of Råjaråƒ∂ Temple
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These condensed  examples, which can be multiplied with examples from
different times and regions, shows sufficiently that the  aesthetics of temple archi-
tecture is inseparable from the totality of meaning, the symbolism, the ritual
traditions, and the attitude of the worshipers participating in all these dimen-
sions, consciously or unconsciously. They also clearly prove the expression of the
›ilparatnako‹a, that ‹ilpa is sarvadar‹analak¶aƒa.

Figure 21:  Råjaråƒ∂ as Meru
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